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Modern network applications and environments, ranging from data centers and IoT devices to AR/VR headsets and underwater robotics, present diverse requirements that cannot be satisfied by the all-or-nothing approach of TCP and UDP protocols. Network researchers and engineers need to create highly tailored protocols targeting individual problem domains. Existing library-based approaches either fall short on the flexibility in features or offer them at a significant performance overhead. To address this challenge, we present NetBlocks, a domain-specific language, and compiler for designing ad-hoc protocols and generating highly optimized host network stack implementations. NetBlocks DSL input allows users to configure protocols by selecting and customizing features. Unlike other DSL compilers, NetBlocks also allows network researchers to extend the system and add more features easily without any prior compiler knowledge. Our design and implementation employ a high-performance Aspect-Oriented Programming framework written with the staging framework BuildIt. We also introduce a novel Layout Customization Layer that allows “staging packet layouts” alongside the implementation, which is critical for getting the best performance out of the protocol when possible, while allowing the practitioners to maintain compatibility with existing protocol layers where needed. Our evaluations on three applications ranging across deployments in data centers and underwater acoustic networks demonstrate a trade-off between performance (both latency and throughput) and selected features allowing the user to only pay-for-what-they-use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of the World Wide Web, 95% of the network traffic is composed of TCP and UDP packets [39, 45]. These two protocols were developed for the global internet where they had to route packets across multiple independent networks, account for packet drops and corruptions, and deal with out-of-order arrival. These protocols’ design and implementation have been heavily hand-optimized with many specialized libraries and algorithmic extensions. However, recent times have seen a massive paradigm shift that has forced network researchers to rethink protocol design.
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Network applications have permeated new domains like (i) IoT that are constrained by extremely low-power, (ii) underwater robotics that are constrained by extremely low bandwidth [25, 37] (iii) isolated dedicated networks for Machine Learning training where the overall performance also depends on the best utilization of the network bandwidth, and (iv) AR/VR applications that are driven by extremely tight latency guarantees.

These new domains and their environments offer vastly different network properties and constraints that cannot be met by legacy TCP and UDP protocols. For example, an underwater sensor network of robots communicating through acoustic signals with very limited bandwidth cannot afford the 42-byte overhead of IP/UDP network headers. At the same time, these applications don’t require all features from the protocols like reliability, in-order delivery, check-summing, and congestion control, but only a subset depending on the application and physical network properties. Recent years have also seen massive innovations in network hardware, which offer microsecond scale latency and 100s of Gigabits of throughput. Naturally, the bottlenecks are shifting from the hardware limitations to the network protocol design and implementation [9]. The end-to-end latency depends not only on the number of bits transmitted but also on the number of cycles spent in host-side processing in implementing the protocol logic on the hosts and other network devices.

The logical solution is to create and deploy custom ad-hoc protocols tailored to the needs of both the applications and the environment. Unlike the all-or-nothing approach of TCP and UDP when it comes to features available, network application developers should be able to pick and choose features and their customization to get the best network performance while meeting the critical requirements of the applications. An example of such a custom protocol is Google’s QUIC [34], which combines basic reliability on top of UDP with Transport Layer Security (TLS) to suit web applications. However, writing and optimizing custom protocol implementations is daunting, which has hindered the widespread deployment of such ad-hoc protocols. Even for the example of QUIC, the protocol implementation and maintenance require effort from hundreds of developers at Google. Furthermore, changes in deployment scenarios also require continuous development effort. For example, a custom protocol used in a network with 16 nodes, uses 4 bits to identify source and destination hosts. However, when this deployment is scaled to a network with 32 nodes, 5 bits would be required to represent the hosts which would completely require rearranging the headers to optimally pack the bytes while meeting the alignment and size requirements of the other fields.

This paper demonstrates that the need for ever-changing custom protocols can be met by using compilers to generate highly specialized and optimized protocol implementations. We present NetBlocks, which is a network DSL (domain-specific language) that allows Protocol Feature Selection and Configuration through a high-level specification while enabling Performance Optimized Protocol Execution through low-level C code generation. Most importantly, NetBlocks is built on top of the C++ staging framework BuildIt, allowing developers to easily Implement and Extend Protocol Features without any knowledge of compilers, unlike other DSLs. NetBlocks also extends the BuildIt framework by adding a novel layer for Precise Customization of Data Layout that allows optimizing the headers to support the selected features.

NetBlocks enables the custom-generated protocols to run on legacy switches and routers by allowing backward compatibility at the granularity of layers by restricting customization to specific fields and features. This allows for keeping parts of the layout and the implementation strictly compatible when needed and customized and optimized when possible. NetBlocks also reuses the same code generation machinery to create custom WireShark [15] plugins to dissect the ad-hoc protocol packets, improving debuggability and further boosting developer productivity.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We introduce NetBlocks, a DSL for generating high-performance custom network stacks.
• We show how to use BuildIt [5] framework’s staging abilities to support the aspect-oriented
programming pattern with high performance.
• We extend BuildIt to add a fine-grained, programmable data layout customization layer to
allow “staging layouts” alongside code.
• We show that Netblocks can generate extremely high-performance host network stacks
compatible with best-in-class performance but for custom protocols.

Section 2 walks through two examples to motivate the need for custom protocols. Section 3
discusses extending staging from code to layouts with our novel Layout Customization Layer and a
high-performance Aspect-Oriented design using BuildIt. Section 4 demonstrates the application of
these techniques to our network DSL NetBlocks. Section 5 demonstrates the performance trade-off
offered by such a customizable network DSL.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this Section, we present two scenarios that motivate the need for custom-tailored protocols and
the performance trade-offs they offer. We compare important metrics such as latency and network
header overhead for the custom protocols vs. the common TCP/UDP protocols and motivate the
need for a network DSL compiler.

2.1 Video Conferencing Application

The past decade has seen a sharp rise in video conferencing applications and products due to a
shift to remote and hybrid work environments. Video and audio conferencing experience depends
heavily on the latency of the communication since even a small delay can cause a lag in the voice
or the video. The application and the stack they use must be heavily optimized to minimize latency.

At the same time, these applications also have unique characteristics that legacy UDP/TCP
protocols are not designed to handle. Firstly, video conferencing does not care about reliability and
can tolerate a few packets being dropped. It can also tolerate a few bits in the packet payload being
corrupted since these corruptions might lead to only minor distortions in the audio/video. Since
the network exchange happens at a fixed rate, the application may not even care about congestion
control. These requirements might convince the developer to lean towards a protocol like UDP
which is very lightweight. However, video conferencing applications rely critically on some notion
of in-order delivery. If some packets arrive out of order, it could lead to voice and video getting
completely jumbled. The UDP protocol unfortunately has no notion of in-order delivery or even a
connection. Even if the developer decides to use TCP, the notion of in-order delivery in TCP often
holds packets back till they arrive in order further compromising latency.

Consequently, the developers must implement a custom in-order delivery mechanism on top of
UDP which increases implementation complexity. Furthermore, if we peer at the problem carefully,
we realize that even though this application is tolerant to corruption in the payload, it might not
be tolerant to corruption of certain control headers in the exchange. To keep the overhead of
computing and verifying the checksums, the developer would have to specify only a certain part
of the headers and payload to be checksummed. Handling this manually at the application layer
would further increase developer effort and implementation complexity.

The key requirement here is that the developer should be able to quickly experiment with
different features and their performance to decide what fits their specific application needs. This is
where our compiler NetBlocks steps in. Figure 2 shows three different protocol inputs to NetBlocks
that progressively remove features from a complete TCP-like implementation. Protocol 1 has full
reliability and in-order delivery and is almost overkill for the job. Protocol 2 disables reliability,
uses a simpler version of inorder delivery, and restricts the checksumming only to the network

Fig. 1. Round trip latency for the three protocols described in Figure 2 for 256 byte packets.

```c
1 // a) Schedule for checksumming the whole packet,
2 // enable reliable and inorder delivery
3 inorder_module.configInorder(HOLD_AND_DELIVER);
4 reliable_module.configReliable(ENABLE);
5 checksum_module.configChecksum(FULL_PACKET);
6 // b) Schedule for checksumming just the header
7 // disable reliability and drop out of order packets
8 inorder_module.configInorder(DROP_OUT_OF_ORDER);
9 reliable_module.configReliable(DISABLE);
10 checksum_module.configChecksum(HEADER_ONLY);
11 // c) Schedule for disabling checksumming, reliability
12 // and in order delivery
13 inorder_module.configInorder(NO_INORDER);
14 reliable_module.configReliable(DISABLE);
15 checksum_module.configChecksum(NO_CHECKSUM);
```

Fig. 2. NetBlocks DSL input for the three protocols with reduced reliability and checksumming

```c
1 identifier_module.setHostIdentifierRange(
2 "aa:aa:aa:aa:aa:00", "aa:aa:aa:aa:aa:10" );
3 payload_module.setSizeRange(0, 256);
4 checksum_module.configChecksum(DISABLE);
```

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. NetBlocks DSL input to progressively shrink the number of bits used in the headers. a) removes the unnecessary and redundant fields from UDP + IP + Ethernet and b) Shrinks the ranges on the fields to use fewer bits. Figure 4 shows the packet layout for these protocols.

headers. Protocol 3 removes all notions of reliability, inorder delivery, or checksumming. Figure 1 shows the round-trip latency when these protocols are deployed. We can see that the Protocol 2 which is almost as performant as the bare-bones Protocol 3, has about 25% median lower latency than Protocol 1 which adds unnecessary features. With a carefully selected protocol, the developer only pays for what they need in terms of performance.

### 2.2 Underwater Robotics Sensing

As another motivating example, we look at a remote-sensing robot deployed underwater that gathers and sends sensor data to the base station. The key constraint of this environment is that the communication is done through audio waves traveling through water, unlike typical EM waves in the air. This unique environment characteristic means that the robot and the base station operate at very low bandwidth, typically tens to hundreds of bits per second. The network stack needs to minimize the number of bits transferred in every way possible not only to save network bandwidth but also to minimize the device’s power utilization.

For an application where the robot gathers and sends sensor data, the payload size is typically as small as 16 bits. As the actual payload size is reduced, the overhead from packet headers starts to dominate. Even the simplest UDP protocol running on top of IP running on top of an Ethernet-like protocol requires a 42-byte header with many useless or redundant fields. Figure 4 a) shows the headers for the three protocols (Ethernet, IP, and UDP) stacked on top of each other. The fields in red correspond to bits that have no utility in this scenario. The fields in orange like length and checksum are redundant since multiple layers implement them. This is an example of overheads due to the independent development of protocol layers. A simple customization could strip these fields from the headers. Figure 4 b) shows such a minified protocol that requires only 16 bytes.

We can compress this further. In this header, 6 bytes are used to identify the source and destination MAC addresses of the robots. However, if our deployment has only 16 robots, 4 bits would be enough to identify all the hosts. Similarly, if there is a cap on the size of the payload, the number of bits for the size can also be shrunk, giving us a protocol shown in Figure 4 c) that only uses 2 bytes for the headers. Figure 3 shows the NetBlocks inputs to generate the two minified protocols.
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Suppose our deployment changes and our fleet has 32 robots instead of 16. Consequently, the headers and protocols need to be adjusted to use 5 bits instead of 4. These could also be bumped to 8 bits instead of 5 for alignment reasons. Without a framework like NetBlocks, the developer would have to change these protocols with every new deployment manually.

### 2.3 Why a DSL Compiler for Customizing High-Performance Host Network Stacks?

The two motivating examples have shown that modern applications require custom host network stacks to meet their tight latency and bandwidth requirements. However, the design and development of these custom protocols remain challenging. The most straightforward approach to this problem is creating a modular and configurable network library that allows the user to compose different features. This approach uses the classic Aspect-Oriented Programming pattern that allows locally defined logic to control the global behavior of the whole application. However, such an approach suffers from several overheads when implemented in C or C++ without language-level source rewriting support. Firstly, since the configuration parameters like required features and ranges of values of individual fields are available as runtime values, these options need to be checked on the performance critical path. These checks and extra logic based on the parameters (like computing the bit-masks and shifts) add significant overhead for latency-critical applications. Similarly, features implemented as modules need to communicate data between each other and need queues and buffers to maintain modularity. These queues add a significant amount of performance overhead, and as a result, existing libraries like PicoTCP [19] and uIP [14] provide modularity and configurability only at the granularity of entire protocol layers as opposed to individual features.

A DSL compiler solves both these problems by generating code tailored for the configured options, eliminating expensive operations that can be done statically instead of at runtime. Furthermore, modules can be broken down into fine-grained features combined during code generation, eliminating the need for queues and expensive modular dispatching. However, conventional DSL compilers has a major drawback – they are not extensible. Network domain experts not only require creating custom protocols to combine features but also need to implement new features and algorithms. With a traditional DSL compiler, a network researcher would have to add a new compiler pass to implement a new feature or a variation of an existing feature like congestion control instead of writing the logic for the feature in a library.

Finally, a network DSL has a unique requirement uncommon for other domains – specializing packet layouts. Packet layout significantly changes with different features enabled/configured differently. The DSL would have to generate specialized code to pack and unpack binary data from packets that the modules can access. Doing this efficiently and in a configurable way requires

---

Fig. 4. a) Default Ethernet + IP + UDP headers with 50 bytes b) Protocol with useless and redundant fields stripped down c) Custom protocol with fields shrunk to fit the required deployment. 2 bytes of payload
```c
1 dyn<int> power(dyn<int> base, static<int> exp) {
2     dyn<int> res = 1, x = base;
3     while (exp > 0) {
4         if (exp % 2 == 1)
5             res = res * x;
6         x = x * x;
7         exp = exp / 2;
8     } 
9     return res;
10 }
```

```c
1 int power_15 (int arg0) {
2     int var0 = arg0;
3     int var1 = 1;
4     int var2 = var0;
5     var1 = var1 * var2;
6     var2 = var2 * var2;
7     var1 = var1 * var2;
8     var2 = var2 * var2;
9     var1 = var1 * var2;
10     var2 = var2 * var2;
11     return var1 * var2;
12 }
```

Fig. 5. Power function written in BuildIt

Fig. 6. Code generated for the Figure 5, exp = 15

carefully generating bit-masks and shift operations without having to rewrite a lot of implementation for a configuration change. We refer to this problem as staging data layouts. In summary, our network DSL compiler has the following capabilities:

- **Rapid Protocol Feature Selection and Configuration** for easily exploring protocol variations.
- **Performance Optimized Protocol Execution** via efficient C code generation.
- **Extending and Adding Protocol Features** without the knowledge of compiler internals.
- **Precise Control of Data Layout** to exactly match a protocol packet layout when compatibility is needed and optimize the layout when possible.

Furthermore, the DSL compiler should also be able to maintain backward compatibility with specific protocol layers like Ethernet and IP to allow the use of existing legacy hardware.

We build our network DSL compiler NetBlocks on top of the BuildIt [5, 6] multi-stage programming framework that allows us to generate efficient code while just writing library-like implementations automatically. Section 3 explains how we apply BuildIt’s staging to aspect-oriented programming and introduce a novel layout customization layer for staging data layouts with code.

### 3 NETBLOCKS COMPILER FRAMEWORK

In this Section, we explain our compiler implementation on top of the BuildIt framework [5, 6] that meets all the four requirements we set out for NetBlocks in Section 2. We start by explaining the BuildIt framework and its staging abilities. We then explain the design and implementation of our novel Layout Customization Layer and finally explain our implementation of a high-performance Aspect-Oriented Programming framework.

#### 3.1 The BuildIt Staging Framework

BuildIt is a type-based multi-stage programming library in C++. This choice of language is suitable for the NetBlocks domain since most network code is written in low-level imperative languages with pointers and explicit memory management. BuildIt introduces two type templates - `static<T>` and `dyn<T>` which respectively are used to declare variables for the first and the second stages. BuildIt completely evaluates all operations on `static<T>` in the first stage allowing specialization of the code generated with `dyn<T>`.

Figure 5 shows a simple power function implemented with repeated squaring specialized for a specific value of an exponent, 15, and the code it generates. The code in Figure 6 is faster due to it lacking any branches or loops. BuildIt’s explicit code generation ability without writing a parser or a manual code generator is an instrumental tool in making compiler implementation accessible to network experts allowing them to **Extend and Add Protocol Features** just like they would for a library. At the same time, the specialization in BuildIt provides the much-needed **Performance Optimized Protocol Execution**.
3.2 Layout Customization Layer Language Definition

This section describes the Layout Customization Layer, one of the key contributions of this paper and the language that the module developers can use to define and optimize layouts, for exercising Precise Control on Data Layouts.

The Layout Customization Layer offers a flexible and easy-to-use for controlling layouts, embedded in C++, allowing a seamless interface with the rest of the system unlike alternatives like ProtoBuf which require generating or writing a separate DSL input. The API uses string values to identify and control fields in the layout allowing a lot of dynamism to the developer. However since the language uses BuildIt to stage the code, the string values and the look-up of fields and their properties is evaluated in the first stage generating precise and optimized code to be executed in the generated network stack.

Before describing the language API, we will describe the overall workflow for defining and optimizing a layout and using it to generate efficient code. We use the term Layout to refer to a specific collection of fields with fixed sizes, ordering, and alignment and describes how the data would be laid out in a buffer and can be used to generate code to read or write the fields. A Layout is similar to defining a struct in C or C++ code with the added benefit that the fields and their properties can be programmatically controlled in the compiler while still generating very efficient code. A specific Layout is held in an object of type dynamic_layout. Following are the steps to define and customize a layout.

- The developer starts by declaring an object of type dynamic_layout. The object starts as empty and the fields can be added along with their properties identified by a string name.
- To allow for modularity, the developer allows different modules to add the fields based on their configuration parameters.
- After all fields have been added, the developer finalizes the layout by choosing an optimization strategy. At this point, the order, sizes, and exact offset of each field have been decided.
- Finally during the actual protocol implementation, the modules can use this object to access the fields, again identifying them by the string names. At this point, the modules will also supply a dyn<T> buffer to enforce the layout on.

In the final step, the compiler generates specific C code to read or write the field based on the information stored inside the dynamic_layout object eliminating the overhead for looking up the fields based on the string names. This elimination is guaranteed to happen in the compiler since BuildIt’s staging is precisely controlled with declared types instead of relying on opportunistic optimizations in a compiler.

Table 1 shows the two main types, the dynamic_layout and the dynamic_member which describe an entire Layout and a single field inside the Layout respectively. The table also shows all the member functions that the modules can call with their parameters. The type dynamic_member is an abstract type and needs to be specialized to describe different types of fields. We also show two such specializations namely the generic_int_member<T> which can be used to define integer-like fields of different widths and byte buffers respectively in Table 2.

The dynamic_layout type provides the add_member function which accepts a new member to be registered with the layout as well as a group ID to add it to. Each group can be optimized with a different policy allowing manual control over a set of fields when required. This feature is used in NetBlocks to maintain compatibility with existing protocols like Ethernet when running the generated protocol on legacy hardware like switches while optimizing the rest of the headers. The second key function is the apply_policy function that accepts a set of groups and optimizes them together. Groups that do not have any policies applied retain the order in which they are inserted. As mentioned above, finalize_layout computes the offsets and sizes of each field based on the
size and alignment returned by each field. Finally, the `operator[]` is used to query a field from the layout for generating code. Since this API uses strings to identify fields, the function performs basic type-checking if the field has been inserted. However, this check is performed in the first stage and does not add any overhead to the generated code.

The `dynamic_member` abstract type provides three key virtual functions - `get_addr`, `get_integer` and `set_integer` that accept the buffer to apply the layout to and access the values. Notice that these functions use BuildIt’s `dyn<T>` types for arguments and return types thus inlining the logic into the generated stack. However, the virtual functions and computation of the bitmasks and offsets are performed in the first stage providing true zero-cost abstractions.

The `generic_int_member` is the most commonly used type for fields in NetBlocks since most fields like length, host identifiers, application identifiers, checksums can be viewed as integers. This type is templated on integer types like `short`, `int`, `long` for the logical size of the field. However, the precise number of bits required is determined by the specified range of values using the `set_range` function. This type also provides implementations for the three key accessor functions using BuildIt’s `dyn<T>` types. The implementation is discussed in the next section. The other commonly used specialization for the `dynamic_member` is the `byte_array_member` type, which is used to represent long sequences of bytes, ideal for fields like payload. This type only provides the `get_addr()` accessor and a first-stage check ensures that the integer accessors are not called.

### 3.2.1 Optimizing Layouts.

Once all the fields have been inserted, the developer can ask the Layout Customization Layer to rearrange the fields to minimize the amount of bits required while satisfying the alignment requirements of every field. Currently, the framework only supports optimizing the number of bits (`OptimizeWidth` policy), but similar optimizations can be implemented to optimize other metrics like the number of bitshifts or bitmask operations. Our implementation uses a brute-force approach to figure out the optimal packing order. We further improve the algorithm by reducing the permutations by identifying fields with the same size alignment and sizes. For typical network stacks, this is a common occurrence for fields like source and destination IP addresses and ports. For all our explored protocols, the algorithm terminates in less than a second. Even though this brute force search is exponential, it runs inside the first stage and does not hamper the runtime.

However, currently, there are two main limitations to our algorithm. Firstly, since optimization policies are applied on sets of groups, two groups cannot be co-optimized i.e. their fields cannot be interleaved if they are under different policies. For example, a group optimized for minimizing bit shifts and bit masking cannot have smaller fields from other groups packed into the padding. However, this can be addressed by manually changing the alignment of such fields to be byte-aligned and then optimizing all groups for size. Secondly, since the optimization algorithm uses a brute-force approach, the compile time can blow up for a very large number of fields. This can be addressed by grouping fields and optimizing separately, or by manually ordering some fields.

### 3.2.2 Nested Layouts, Unions and Optional Fields.

The Layout Customization Layer allows generating code for complex nested layouts by specializing `dynamic_member` to hold other `dynamic_layout` objects. This allows accessing members inside members all optimized with different policies. Just like the scalar members, the exact offset of each field is computed at compile time avoiding any runtime overheads. Unions can be supported in the same way, where multiple `dynamic_member` s can be mapped at the same position. Finally, our language also supports optional fields using BuildIt’s `dyn<T>` types. For optional fields, the accessor can branch on arbitrary dynamic values to compute the size of the field and BuildIt will defer the branches to the generated code with the most optimized code on both sides of the branches. Variants can be realized by combining dynamic branches and Unions. Section 3.3 discusses the implementation of these specializations.
Table 1. Two core types of the Layout Customization Layer Language and their member functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Name</th>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dynamic_layout</td>
<td>Constructor</td>
<td>Creates a new instance of a Layout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void add_member(std::string name,</td>
<td>Inserts a new field described by the dynamic_member in the specified group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dynamic_member*, int group)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void apply_policy(set&lt;int&gt; groups, Policy p)</td>
<td>Apply an optimization policy to a set of fields together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void finalize_layout(void)</td>
<td>Finalize and compute offsets and sizes for each field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void print_layout(std::ostream)</td>
<td>Pretty print a layout with all fields, their sizes and offsets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dynamic_member* operator[](std::string name)</td>
<td>Retrieve a member using the name for access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic_member</td>
<td>Destructor</td>
<td>Virtual to enable dynamic inheritance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn&lt;char*&gt; get_addr(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buffer)</td>
<td>Return the address of this field given the base pointer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn&lt;long&gt; get_integer(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buffer)</td>
<td>Read the field as an integer given a base pointer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void set_integer(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buffer, dyn&lt;long&gt; value)</td>
<td>Write the field as an integer given a based pointer of a buffer and a value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Two specializations of the dynamic_member type. The byte_array_member type does not support accessing the fields as integers and does not override the functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Name</th>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>generic_int_member&lt;T&gt;</td>
<td>generic_int_member(int flags)</td>
<td>aligned flag can be used to enforce alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void set_range(T min, T max)</td>
<td>Accept a custom range of values for the field and shrink the number of bits required based on it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn&lt;char*&gt; get_addr(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buf)</td>
<td>Override for the virtual function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn&lt;long&gt; get_integer(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buf)</td>
<td>Override for the virtual function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>byte_array_member&lt;N&gt;</td>
<td>set_integer(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buffer, dyn&lt;long&gt; vs)</td>
<td>Override for the virtual function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dyn&lt;char*&gt; get_addr(dyn&lt;char*&gt; buffer)</td>
<td>Override for the virtual function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Layout Customization Layer Implementation

In this Section, we explain the implementation of our novel Layout Customization Layer and how it extends BuildIt’s staging capabilities to layouts. Our implementation allows the creation of network headers that are as small as 2 bytes. The main design goal behind the Layout Customization Layer is to allow modules to control various aspects of the fields including ranges, sizes, and alignment independently without having to change the implementation based on configuration in other modules while generating the most efficient code. We call this problem staging layouts.

Most network libraries solve the problem of defining the packet layout by declaring a C struct that has all the fields corresponding to the headers and reading and writing to them by casting the packet buffer to the struct type. However, such an approach offers little to no flexibility and is not programmable. Another approach to solving this problem is to use a specialized DSL like Protobuf [47] that allows users to define a layout in a separate configuration file and generate code for serializing to and reading data back from the layout. Since Protobuf is an entire DSL with its own syntax, modules would have to generate the DSL input collaboratively during the configuration phase. Not only is this approach cumbersome and requires module writers to learn a new language, but the options for configurability in protobuf are limited and do not offer fine-grained control over the fields as we provide.

To understand our implementation with the layout customization layer in NetBlocks, consider a simple example of a binary layout for inode metadata in a toy filesystem where we want to store metadata for files containing permission bits, size of the file, and the offset into the block where it is stored. Let us look at a code example of how the example would be written with NetBlocks’s Layout Specialization Layer. Figure 7 shows the initial definition of file_metadata Layout in the first stage. The type dynamic_layout simply holds a map from the names of the fields (std::string) to the type struct dynamic_member*. To generate code, each field needs to know two properties - the size of the field and the offset of the field in the layout. The size of the field is defined nominally by the type of the field. For example, since the is_writable is a boolean, the size of the field would...
be 1 byte. The offset of each field can be computed by taking the offset of the previous field adding the previous field’s size and aligning it to the alignment of the current field. To facilitate this, the type dynamic_member declares two internal virtual functions size_t get_size(); and size_t get_offset();. These functions return values in bits rather than bytes for more fine-grained control. Each field also has a pointer to the previous field initialized by the finalize_layout function. The implementation of generic_int_member<T> is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 shows part of the generated code when the fields are written to. As we can see, the generated code contains the simplest implementation with no virtual calls from the dynamic_layout or the set_value, or get_offset functions. This is because these are executed in the first stage.

In our example, the size field has an alignment of 4 bytes. While alignment is important for faster accesses on CPUs, it wastes bytes in binary protocols. We will start by allowing fields to have custom alignment instead of alignment tied to the type. Figure 10 shows the new parameter align in the generic_int_member<T> type initialized to the alignment of the type but can be set by the caller. The get_offset function now uses this and also checks the aligned flag. For this example, we can now set the alignment for the integers to be just byte-aligned. With this change, the layout is better packed and has no padding.

However, there are still more inefficiencies in our layout. The permission fields are all booleans but require a byte to store. These can easily be compressed into individual bits. Furthermore, if we know that the size of a file will never be larger than 4096 bytes, the size can be packed into 12 bits. The set_range() function computes the maximum required bits for representing the range. Furthermore, the get_value and set_value functions offset the values based on the range and use bit masking and shifts to store just the required bits. This way the calling code stays exactly the same and reads and writes the same values. The generated code takes care of mapping the
Aspect-oriented programming is a powerful programming pattern for creating modular and configurable abstractions. However, simple but modular implementation of aspect-oriented programming in C++ for fine-grained features has a lot of performance overheads. In this Section, we explain our implementation of an aspect-oriented programming framework on top of BuildIt to allow efficient code generation while being modular and configurable.

Aspect-oriented programming allows breaking down the logic into so-called distinct *concerns*. These concerns are allowed to augment the behavior of existing code without modifying the code itself. The simplest and most modular way of implementing aspect-oriented programming in a language like C++ is done through the use of virtual hooks that can be inserted into various paths.
The common approach to mitigate this overhead using C++ templates greatly hampers the usability and productivity of network domain experts. We alleviate both issues by using BuildIt’s staging for code-generation enabled concerns without having to change the core implementation.

We observe that such a pattern maps very well to the modular network stack. All the features in NetBlocks like reliability, in-order delivery, and check-summing can be implemented as concerns that implement hooks. The implementation of the network stack also has several code paths like the logic to be run when a new flow is established or the logic to be executed when a packet is to be sent. The features implemented as concerns can define hooks for different paths to alter the behavior of these paths. Features can then be registered based on what features are required. However, such an implementation using virtual dispatches in C++ has huge overheads. The virtual dispatches often compile to indirect function calls that are harder for the hardware to execute speculatively and affect latency. Furthermore, configurations within features are implemented as conditions that are expensive to evaluate especially when run on performance-critical paths that run in tight loops.

The common approach to mitigate this overhead using C++ templates greatly hampers the usability and productivity of network domain experts. We alleviate both issues by using BuildIt’s multi-stage execution.

(a) Aspect-Oriented Programming in C++ for message processing system with virtual dispatches

(b) Example in Figure 14a implemented with BuildIt’s dyn<T> types to generate efficient code.

Figure 14a shows a simple implementation of a message processing system with Logger and Validate concerns. An abstract class Concern is shown that declares a virtual method hook_message.

The two concerns, LoggerConcern and the ValidateConcern that inherit from this class implement the hook functions to implement their logic. Concerns are registered based on the configuration. For instance, the LoggerConcern would be registered only if logging is enabled. Finally, in the actual code path for processing the messages, the hooks for the registered concerns are invoked. This pattern allows us to isolate all logic related to logging while also conditionally enabling concerns without having to change the core implementation.

We observe that such a pattern maps very well to the modular network stack. All the features in NetBlocks like reliability, in-order delivery, and check-summing can be implemented as concerns that implement hooks. The implementation of the network stack also has several code paths like the logic to be run when a new flow is established or the logic to be executed when a packet is to be sent. The features implemented as concerns can define hooks for different paths to alter the behavior of these paths. Features can then be registered based on what features are required. However, such an implementation using virtual dispatches in C++ has huge overheads. The virtual dispatches often compile to indirect function calls that are harder for the hardware to execute speculatively and affect latency. Furthermore, configurations within features are implemented as conditions that are expensive to evaluate especially when run on performance-critical paths that run in tight loops.

The common approach to mitigate this overhead using C++ templates greatly hampers the usability and productivity of network domain experts. We alleviate both issues by using BuildIt’s multi-stage execution.
With BuildIt, we evaluate the virtual dispatches in the first stage to generate simplified overhead-free code for the second stage. Figure 14b shows the same example above with the messages turned into `dyn<T>` variables (changes highlighted in red). When this code is executed, we generate an implementation for `process_message` shown in Figure 15. The generated code does not have any virtual dispatches or even function calls but the logic for the hooks from the registered concerns is inline in the generated code. In the same way, conditions based on first-stage configuration options can also be completely evaluated before generating optimized code.

4 NETBLOCKS IMPLEMENTATION

In Section 3, we explained the two key compiler contributions of the paper - a high-performance aspect-oriented programming pattern in C++ and a novel Layout Customization layer. In this Section, we explain the application of these techniques to a modular and extensible network DSL - NetBlocks. We will also discuss the programming API of the generated NetBlocks stack.

4.1 NetBlocks Architecture

NetBlocks takes a compiler approach to implement a high-performance network stack. Figure 18 shows the overall architecture of the system. The compiler which is built on top of BuildIt is divided into two major components - the Framework and the Modules which together apply the aspect-oriented programming pattern to generate code. The user-specified NetBlocks DSL input or schedule is fed into the compiler which configures different modules including picking required features and their variations and constraints of deployment like number of hosts, maximum payload length, among others. The compiler then generates low-level C customized to the DSL input. This generated code implements both the logic of all the selected features and the specialized packet layout required by the features. The generated code is compiled and linked with the network application along with a NetBlocks runtime library that provides some common utility functions that do not depend on the specialization. The runtime library also implements a POSIX compatibility layer that allows unmodified network applications written targeting the POSIX API to be linked against NetBlocks generated code. Finally, we describe the implementation of a WireShark plugin generator in the compiler for improved debuggability and boosting developer productivity.

4.1.1 Framework. The main component of the NetBlocks DSL compiler is the Framework. The Framework implements the logic to register, and invoke modules that implement individual features. The Framework also implements the network packet customization logic using the Layout Customization Layer and calls BuildIt for code generation. In the following, we describe the primary functions of the Framework.

Registering and Scheduling Modules: The Framework acts as a baseboard where all the modules are plugged in. The Framework allows modules to be registered by calling the `register_module` function. This function also accepts the dependencies for each module and schedules their execution. For example, the Inorder Module that implements various flavors of inorder delivery can register itself to depend on the Identifier Module. The Identifier Module identifies which connection a particular packet belongs to and this information is required by the Inorder Module to compare the sequence numbers. Modules specify different dependencies for each control path. The Framework performs a topological sort on the modules on each path to ensure all dependencies are satisfied before a module is invoked.

Implementing Control Paths: The Framework implements logical paths that correspond to the various control flow paths executed in the generated code at runtime. The registered modules can then insert their hooks into these paths to augment their behavior in accordance with the aspect-oriented programming pattern. The NetBlocks Framework implements the following paths.
• **Init Path**: This path implements the one-time initialization logic for the whole generated stack. This allocates global data structures owned by the modules like the timer heap, or the table to hold active connections.

• **Establish Path**: This path implements the steps involved in creating a new connection when the application calls `nb_establish`. This includes allocating and initializing data structures and sending signaling packets to inform the remote host if the feature is enabled.

• **Destablish Path**: This path does the opposite of the Establish Path and implements logic to tear down a connection and free up resources when the application calls `nb_destablish`.

• **Send Path**: The Send Path is one of the key paths that includes logic to send a packet to the remote host. This includes allocating the packet, setting the headers, filling the payload, and handing over the packet to the NIC. This is invoked when the application calls `nb_send`. The Send Path can also be invoked by the modules from other paths for example to send acknowledgements when a packet is received on the Ingress Path.

• **Ingress Path**: The Ingress Path implements all the logic to process an incoming packet. Unlike other paths that are invoked by the application, this path is invoked by the NIC when it receives a new packet.

The Framework generates code for each path by iterating through all the hooks on that path and invoking them. The hooks return a status code `HOOK_CONTINUE` to continue the execution or `HOOK_DROP` to drop the packet and terminate the execution of the path. Iterating through and invoking the hooks and checking the status code is done in the first stage with BuildIt’s `static<T>` types while the actual logic to process the packets is implemented using BuildIt’s `dyn<T>` type. This results in generating simplified code that doesn’t have the control overhead. Figure 16 shows a block diagram of the Framework with the modules inserting hooks into the various paths.

**Creating Packet Layout**: The Framework also performs the critical function of creating and maintaining the packet layout. We discussed in Section 3 how the Layout Customization Layer allows creating and configuring binary fields. The Framework maintains a single `net_packet` object where the fields are inserted by the modules. The Framework allows inserting fields in different groups for independent scheduling. For each group, the user either specifies a manual layout or asks the Framework to pick the best packing ordering based on the size and alignment specified for the field by the modules. This idea of different policies for different groups allows for
maintaining compatibility with existing protocols. For example, if the generated code is running on a network that has legacy switches that understand only the Ethernet protocol, the user can choose to manually fix the layout for the Ethernet group and let the framework optimize the rest. As explained in Section 3, besides conditionally inserting fields, the modules can also fine-tune the exact ranges of the values for each field allowing the framework to shrink the number of bits required to store the header.

**Debugging and Generating WireShark Plugins:** Debugging NetBlocks generated protocols and packets can be tricky since NetBlocks uses a minimal number of bits to pack the headers which might change positions even with a slight change in the DSL input. To facilitate debugging, NetBlocks automatically generates a WireShark [15] protocol dissector plugin that displays all packets with their headers values shown in a readable form. The framework simply iterates through all the headers added in the `net_packet` and calls the `get_integer()` function. The value returned is converted to a string and passed to the WireShark plugin API functions to be displayed as a field. This requires no extra effort from the user or the module developer. Figure 17 shows the screenshot of WireShark with the NetBlocks generated packets and their fields. Notice that even though the fields are shrunk to a few bits, the complete value is displayed by the plugin. Since NetBlocks modules are built on top of the BuildIt framework, it automatically benefits from the accompanying D2X [7] debugger. D2X allows attaching a standard debugger like `gdb` to the generated code and viewing the first stage code and state which in our case is the implementation of the module. This completely alleviates the need to look at the generated code and further streamlines debugging.

### 4.1.2 Modules

The Modules are the part of the NetBlocks compiler that implements the actual features. The modules are designed in a way that each module implements a different feature that can be composed with other modules like - reliability, checksumming, and in-order delivery among others. Besides generating implementation for the logic, modules also create and manage headers that are required to implement the feature. For example, the checksumming module controls the checksum field, while the in-order delivery module controls the sequence number field. Each module also has a series of configuration parameters that allow the protocol designer to choose different flavors of the feature in the NetBlocks DSL input. For example, for checksumming the developer can choose whether they want to checksum the entire packet or just the headers. For In-order delivery, the developer can choose whether the out-of-order packets should be simply dropped or held in a reorder buffer. We describe the implemented modules below.

Modules are similar in use to compiler passes in a traditional compiler like LLVM with the key difference that instead of containing logic to analyze, transform, and generate code, the modules are simply written as a library for the feature they implement allowing NetBlocks to be incredibly easy to extend for network developers. The implementation of the modules uses classic C++ abstraction techniques like inheritance and virtual dispatch. All the modules derive from an abstract class called `Module`. The `Module` class declares virtual methods for the hooks on each of the above-described paths which the modules can choose to override. Figure 19 shows the definition of the `Module` class and all the hooks. Notice that the hooks accept arguments of type `dyn<T>` since these values like the buffer and the length of the packet will only be known at runtime. The modules are the primary means of extensibility in the NetBlocks compiler. Networks researchers and developers can easily implement new features like compression, and encryption by adding a new module which as we have explained looks exactly like a library.

We now describe each of the modules currently in NetBlocks, the feature they implement, and the configuration options they have -

**Payload Module:** The payload module is the simplest module in NetBlocks that copies the payload in and out of the packet and sets the length field. This module does not offer any configuration
struct Module {
  virtual void hook_init(void) {return HOOK_CONTINUE;}
  virtual void hook_establish(dyn<conn_t*> c, dyn<host_t> dst, dyn<app_t> dst_app, dyn<app_t> src_app) {return HOOK_CONTINUE;}
  virtual void hook_destablish(dyn<conn_t*> c) {return HOOK_CONTINUE;}
  virtual void hook_send(dyn<conn_t*> c, dyn<char*> buff, dyn<size_t> len, dyn<size_t> ret_len) {return HOOK_CONTINUE;}
  virtual void hook_ingress(dyn<packet_t>) {return HOOK_CONTINUE;}
};

Fig. 19 Definition of the Module abstract class and the default definitions of all hook functions.

options besides controlling the range of the length field. If the user specifies a fixed-sized packet, the length field is dropped.

**Network Module:** The network module is the other basic module in NetBlocks that does not implement any feature but performs the job of interfacing with the NIC. It is scheduled at the end of the send path and the beginning of the ingress path. It calls functions from the runtime library to enqueue outgoing packets into the NIC and pick up received packets. This module does not offer any configuration parameters.

**Identifier Module:** The identifier module is one of the key modules in NetBlocks and implements identifying which connection a particular packet belongs to. It manages fields like source and destination host and application identifiers and sets these fields on outgoing packets. These roughly correspond to the IP addresses and port numbers in standard UDP and TCP. The Identifier Module also maintains a table of all active connections and their identifiers. This module runs at the beginning of the receive path so the connection is identified before other modules like in-order and reliability can use this information. This module allows configuring whether a 2-tuple or a 4-tuple should be used to identify a connection. 2-tuples are useful when the hosts run a single application and all packets should go to the same application. This module also allows setting the ranges of the host identifiers and the app identifiers to shrink the number of bits required.

**Checksumming Module:** The checksumming module computes and checks the checksum of all packets sent on the network. This module inserts logic in the send path to stamp a checksum and checks it in the ingress path. This module is scheduled pretty early on the ingress path to drop packets where the checksum doesn’t match. This module offers a configuration option to specify whether the whole packet should be checksummed or just specific header fields. Currently, this module implements a basic checksumming algorithm similar to the one in IP but more algorithms can be easily added just like a library. Checksumming can also be completely disabled if not required.

**Inorder Module:** The inorder module ensures that incoming packets arrive in the same order they were sent. This module inserts and manages the sequence number field which is set and incremented on each packet sent. On receiving a packet, the sequence number is compared against the last received sequence number. This module offers a configuration option to decide whether to drop the out-of-order packets or hold them indefinitely in a reorder buffer to be delivered later. In-order delivery can also be completely disabled if not required.

**Reliable Module:** The reliable module ensures that each packet that is sent is received by the remote host. This module shares the sequence number field with the in-order module but also adds the acknowledgment sequence number field. The reliable module hooks the ingress path and sends an acknowledgment for each packet received. It also hooks the send path to keep unacknowledged packets in a redelivery buffer. This module inserts a timer with a configurable timeout to resend a packet in case an acknowledgment is not received in time. Currently, our implementation doesn’t support features like dup-ack but can be easily added by a network developer. This module supports a configuration option to piggy-back acknowledgments on outgoing packets. Reliability can also be completely disabled if required.

**Signalling Module:** The signaling module performs the job of informing the remote host when a connection is established. This module invokes the send path with an empty packet in its
implementation of hook__establish and fires the ESTABLISHED callback only when a packet is received from the other side. This ensures that both sides are aware of the connection before any real data is exchanged. We have described how this module combined with other modules realizes the three-way handshake commonly seen in TCP in the supplementary material. Signaling can be disabled if not required.

Routing Module: This routing module implements routing of packets over multiple hops based on global identifiers. This performs functions similar to the IP protocol. Routing can be configured to be enabled or disabled.

Compatibility Module: The compatibility module simply inserts and sets fields required for compatibility with existing protocols like the EtherType field in the ethernet protocol or the set of flags and identification fields in IP. This module can be configured to be compatible with existing protocols like ethernet, IP, or UDP or no compatibility. Full byte-level TCP compatibility is currently not supported but most essential features from TCP are implemented.

4.1.3 Runtime. The NetBlocks DSL compiler also ships with a runtime library that is linked against the application. This hand-written runtime library implements utility functions called by the generated code like a timer heap, a data queue to hold data delivered to the application, and some routing table functionality among others. The runtime library also provides support for interfacing with the Network Interface Cards (NIC) which we call the Transport Runtime. This code is fixed and does not change with the generated code. We have implemented 4 different transport runtimes - i) an IPC transport for testing applications running on the same host as different processes and communicating via IPC channels ii) a Linux transport runtime that uses POSIX raw sockets to send and receive packets over the NIC (works with any NIC that is supported by Linux) iii) A low-latency kernel bypass MLX5 transport that works with Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs providing single digit latency iv) A NS3+DESERT transport runtime to interface NetBlocks generated code with the DESERT [37] underwater robotics simulator.

Table 5 shows the lines of code required to implement the components of the NetBlocks DSL compiler. We see that each of the modules implementing a separate feature is only a few hundred lines of code. This is because even though NetBlocks is a compiler, the modules need to implement just the core logic of the feature and not write compiler transformations, analyses, or code generation. This also shows that the amount of effort required to extend NetBlocks to add more features is very low making NetBlocks accessible to non-compiler experts. The lines of code for the Runtime include all 4 transport runtimes and contain logic to interface with the NIC.

4.2 Network API

In this Section, we briefly explain the programming APIs of the generated network DSL code that the applications can use. The most critical part of the design is that this API is the same for all the generated stacks. This means the application developers can quickly swap out the stacks with different features without having to rewrite or modify the applications.

NetBlocks stack basic API: The NetBlocks generated code implements an API that is different from the standard POSIX API. Instead of sockets with blocking operations and select/poll/epoll, we implement a callback-based API where the application can register a callback function when creating a connection. This callback is invoked when any event occurs on the connection like when new data is ready to be read. Such an inverted control flow allows the network stack to better schedule the operations and is more suitable for a low-latency interrupt-free environment. Table 3 shows the API functions that the application can call and their descriptions.
Table 3 API functions implemented by the NetBlocks generated code to be called by the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>void nb_net_init(void)</td>
<td>Initialize the NetBlocks generated stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb_connection_t* nb_establish(unsigned long dst_host, unsigned int dst_app, unsigned int src_app, callback_t c)</td>
<td>Establish a new connection with the specified 4-pair. The dst_host and dst_app can be specified as wildcards to accept connections. The registered callback function is registered with the newly created connection object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void nb_destablish(nb_connection_t* c)</td>
<td>Destablish a connection and free the resources associated with the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int nb_send(nb_connection_t* conn, char* buffer, int len)</td>
<td>Send the buffer of the length len on the specified connection and return the number of bytes sent. -1 returned on failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int nb_read(nb_connection_t* conn, char* buffer, int len)</td>
<td>Read up to len amount of data in the buffer from the specified connection and return the actual amount of bytes read. This call is non-blocking and returns 0 if no data is available to be read. Returns -1 on error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void nb_main_loop_step(void)</td>
<td>Drive the protocol implementation main loop and process packets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NetBlocks POSIX compatibility layer** The NetBlocks runtime library also implements a POSIX compatibility layer for running the NetBlocks generated code with existing applications that use the POSIX API. The POSIX compatibility layer wraps around the above NetBlocks API by creating virtual file descriptors and implementing the functions - socket, connect, accept, bind, listen, recv, send, setsockopt, ioctl, close, select, write, read, writev. The functions that block internally call nb_main_loop_step till the required event is met. Thanks to the POSIX compatibility layer, we are able to run applications like NGINX that were originally written for TCP and run with lightweight protocols like UDP without a single line of code modification.

## 5 EVALUATIONS

In this Section, we evaluate the performance of the various protocols generated and demonstrate the tradeoff the NetBlocks compiler offers in terms of performance and features. We evaluate the latency of communication for a simple Echo application and a real-world unmodified NGINX web server. We also demonstrate the performance tradeoff when the network protocol is deployed underwater. Finally, we compare the packet header overheads for the various protocols and the lines of code they generate to get a sense of the resources they require at deployment.

### 5.1 Evaluation Methodology

**Testbed.** For latency-critical applications typically found inside data centers, we run our experiments on two servers with 4-core Intel Xeon Gold 5122 CPUs running at 3.6 GHz with 64 GB of main memory and 16.5MB L3 cache. Both servers are running Ubuntu 22.04. Each node is equipped and connected to each other with a 100 Gbps Mellanox MT27800 family ConnectX-5 NIC that offers microsecond round trip times.

For the underwater robotics evaluation, we run our generated protocols with the DESERT [37] underwater simulator that is built on top of the NS2 network simulator [21]. DESERT simulates the low-bandwidth, high-latency, and other network conditions in the underwater acoustic medium. We used a 4800-bit/second channel, along with the default MAC protocol to prevent collisions.

**Comparison Configurations** The primary aim of our evaluation is to demonstrate the feature-vs-performance tradeoff offered by the NetBlocks generated code. We compare the performance of various protocols generated with NetBlocks with increasing degrees of features. We list the set of protocol configurations below -

- **UDP-like:** Closely resembles the UDP protocol running on top of IP+Ethernet and does not have any features like reliability, in-order delivery, or signaling.
- **UDP-over-Ethernet:** Has the same features as UDP-like, but removes the IP layer and thus does not support routing. Routing is not needed for many deployments like in an all-to-all topology or a deployment like underwater robots.
- **Inorder:** Builds on top of UDP-over-ethernet and adds a basic inorder delivery.
Table 4 Header sizes in bytes and the code size in lines of C code. All generated protocols are linked against a runtime library of 493 LoC C code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol Configuration</th>
<th>Header size</th>
<th>Generated code size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDP-Like</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-over-Ethernet</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorder</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalling</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FullChecksumming</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShrunkFields</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux (UDP)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux (TCP)</td>
<td>&gt; 56</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Implementation complexity of different components of NetBlocks. Each module is only a few hundred lines of C code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NetBlocks Component</th>
<th>Lines of Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifier Module</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorder Module</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable Module</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Module</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalling Module</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checksumming Module</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Module</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Module</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>1,113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>1,626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Reliable**: Builds on top of Inorder and adds reliable packet delivery with acks.
- **Signalling**: Builds on top of Inorder and adds signaling packets at connection establishment.
- **FullChecksumming**: Builds on top of Inorder and adds full packet checksumming.
- **ShrunkFields**: Similar to UDP-over-Ethernet but uses restricted fields.
- **Linux (UDP/TCP)**: We also compare our implementations against the default Linux implementation to show that our implementation is competitive with existing implementations. We use UDP for the echo application and TCP for the NGINX application.

5.2 Protocol Header and Code Size Overhead

Before we evaluate the performance of protocols, we first present the header sizes for the implementations and the size of the generated code. Minimizing protocol header sizes is critical for bandwidth-constrained applications while reducing code size and memory footprint is important for memory-constrained deployments like IoT. Table 4 shows all the configurations and the header sizes along with their generated code size. We notice that the UDP-over-Ethernet protocol eliminates redundant headers and reduces the header size by over 50%. Other protocols that build over UDP-over-Ethernet, add small overhead for the specific feature-related fields they add. For example, Inorder delivery adds a 32-bit field to store the sequence numbers, while Reliable delivery requires another 32-bit field for storing the acknowledgment sequence numbers. ShrunkFields shows the smallest header possible with 4 bits each for source and destination host identifiers (MAC addresses) 4 bits for source and destination port identifiers (port numbers) and 16 bits for the length field. For each of the configurations, similar to the header size, the lines of code required to implement are marginally more than the base case. The lines of code shown here are just the generated lines of C code and do not include the linked runtime library.

5.3 Applications

In this Section, we compare the latency of the protocol configurations for a simple Echo application, an NGINX web server [12], and an underwater robotics simulation.

**Echo Application** We implement a simple echo application that ping-pongs messages back and forth between server and client and measures round-trip latency for each message. Since the server and the client do not perform work other than networking, this application allows us to isolate the overheads of each feature. To test the effects of the features like signaling, each message is sent over a newly established connection. The performance of protocols that don’t use signaling is unaffected other than the small local setup cost since they don’t send any messages. We evaluate this application on two hosts connected with a 100Gbps connection. We link NetBlocks generated code against a kernel bypass runtime to avoid syscall overheads. The default Linux (UDP) protocol is evaluated using the kernel implementation and suffers from the syscall overhead. For this evaluation,
we send messages of 256 bytes back and forth to thoroughly test the overhead from the schemes that involve checksumming.

Figure 20 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot of the latency over 10,000 packets. We notice that the minimum latency is obtained with the UDP-over-Ethernet protocol configuration with a median latency of 3.25 µs since it does not have any features like routing, checksumming, signaling, in order or reliable delivery. This is close to the single-digit microsecond latency possible with RDMA for packets of this size [27]. As we enable these features the latency increases with signaling having the highest median latency of 6.0 µs. This latency is almost twice the latency because for every connection signaling packets have to be exchanged before the actual messages are sent. For the protocol that implements reliability, an acknowledgment needs to be sent for every packet, but the sender doesn’t have to wait for the acknowledgment before sending the next message and hence this scheme increases the latency slightly. Finally, we see despite having the smallest header size, the ShrunkFields configuration has more latency overheads than the UDP-over-ethernet protocol. Despite having the same features, this configuration needs to generate bit-packing code with masks and shifts adding latency in the host processing. With this observation, we conclude that the different schemes provide a real tradeoff in different metrics. The Linux configuration is an order of magnitude slower than our slowest scheme because it doesn’t use a kernel bypass stack and suffers from overheads of syscalls and interrupts.

This evaluation demonstrates that, unlike the all-or-nothing approach of UDP and TCP, our approach of generating protocols with select features provides a spectrum of performance. This allows the users to have a pay-for-what-you-use policy when it comes to features. The DSL inputs for each of these protocols are less than 50 lines of C++ code, allowing the user to switch between vastly different protocols with minimal effort.

NGINX For the next evaluation we use a real-world web server NGINX [12] to demonstrate that NetBlocks generated protocols are all supported by applications written for the POSIX API. We run an unmodified NGINX web server written with TCP sockets with the 7 protocol configurations generated from NetBlocks. We send GET requests that download static files off the server. The files are stored in an in-memory file system to avoid variance from disk reads. The NGINX web-server runs on top of the NetBlocks POSIX compatibility layer explained in Section 4. We measure the round-trip latency over 10,000 GET requests downloading a file of 850 bytes. The total payload also includes the HTTP response headers along with the file.

Figure 21 shows the CDF plot for the 10,000 requests. We observe a similar trend as the Echo application, even though the absolute latency numbers are higher. This is due to the fact that the server has to perform system calls to read the files. However, we demonstrate that the benefits of specializing the protocol are translated to real-world applications. In this evaluation, the overhead of Checksumming is significantly higher than the Echo Application because the payload size is much larger. Similarly, the overhead of Reliability is higher since the NGINX server sends the
response over multiple messages each requiring its own acknowledgment. Thanks to NetBlocks’s design of exposing the same API to the application regardless of the generated protocol, we are also able to run NGINX with a state-less UDP-like protocol without any source modifications despite being originally written for TCP. To our knowledge, this is the first time NGINX has been run with a header as small as 4 bytes. For the comparison Linux implementation, we use TCP because the two protocols are not compatible in Linux.

**Underwater Robotics** For the next evaluation, we run our generated stacks with the DESERT [37] underwater simulator to evaluate the effect of feature selection on throughput in a low-bandwidth environment.

Since the latency of the communication is bottlenecked by the acoustic medium, the host side overhead is negligible and our techniques don’t affect latency. However, being able to compactly pack the headers helps us better utilize the low-bandwidth channel. For our evaluation, we set up a simulation between two hosts where one host repeatedly sends a 16-byte payload to the other host over a 4800 bps channel. The 16-byte payload mimics sensor measurement readings on the robot. Figure 22 shows the measured Goodput [33] for our custom protocols and the default UDP implementation in DESERT. The goodput (i.e., the number of useful application bytes transmitted per second without considering retransmissions) for the Shrunk scheme is the highest. By minimizing the header sizes, we better utilize the channel for the actual payload. The default UDP implementation in DESERT has been optimized for the underwater scenario and is the second best. As we add more features, the goodput gradually decreases and is extremely low when reliability is enabled. This is because, with reliability, the receiving host also has to send packets for the acknowledgments which adds contention to the channel and the underlying MAC protocol cannot utilize the channel optimally. This further elaborates the point that we need custom protocol generators like NetBlocks. With just TCP and UDP, if the system requires inorder delivery, the operator is forced to use TCP and sacrifice the performance with the acknowledgments and handshakes.

**Discussion** These three applications and scenarios show that when minimizing latency or maximizing throughput is of concern, creating a custom protocol with NetBlocks can have a real impact. It shows that each network feature comes with a price, and creating a custom protocol with only the salient features your application needs is much better than the two-sizes-fits-all approach with TCP and UDP. We also demonstrate that NetBlocks compiler generates highly optimized kernel by-pass code; thus, the latency results are much better than the hand-tuned Linux implementations.
6 RELATED WORKS
Optimizing networks stack to obtain the best out of the hardware has a long history of research both in implementing high-performance hand-tuned libraries for TCP/IP/UP [1, 14, 19, 20, 26, 27, 38, 43] and manually creating custom protocols to better fit the applications and environment [24, 34, 36, 42, 43]. Researchers have proposed algorithms for improving existing features like congestion control [2, 13, 18, 31, 40]. However, the handwritten implementations that add or improve a few features are not able to keep up with the rapidly changing end-to-end application needs that require custom tweaking of the full protocol.

DSLs provide a succinct input representation to the end-user while generating low-level high-performance code with optimizations and features tailored for the domain [10, 11, 22, 29, 41, 48, 50].

DSL compiler techniques have also been applied within the broader network domain for creating custom protocols [3, 4, 16, 23, 30, 35, 49] as well as for optimizing network applications [17]. While these network DSLs allow customizing some features or layers of the protocol, they are not able to perform whole stack optimization. In particular, P4 [4], the most popular application of compiler techniques to the networking domain, only focuses on packet forwarding and stateless packet processing for programmable switches, while NetBlocks is able to customize features like reliability on the host network stack. Consequently, NetBlocks hosts maintain complex network states including re-delivery buffers and timers. Similarly, Rubik [35] proposes a DSL for programming network stacks for middleboxes. However, Rubik only focuses on optimizing bi-directional traffic flows in middleboxes while also requiring intricate knowledge of compilers. In contrast, NetBlocks customizes the host network stack. ClickNF [16] extends the ideas in Click [30] to host network stacks. Similar to Rubik, ClickNF takes a traditional compiler approach. Consequently, making adoption of new features and libraries challenging, unlike NetBlocks where new C/C++ libraries can simply be ported as new modules by non-compiler experts.

Multi-stage programming is a promising approach to minimizing the complexity of the compiler implementation and reusing the optimizations written as a library [6, 44, 46]. BuildIt [5] is a multi-stage programming framework that is suitable for the network domain because it is written as a library in C++ and generates high-performance C or C++ code. Since a lot of existing network libraries and application-specific implementation is already written in C++, the effort required to move to a compiler is minimal. The BuildIt framework also has an accompanying multi-stage debugger called D2X [7] that makes debugging the generated code and by extension the DSL easier. BuildIt’s staging capabilities applied to aspect-oriented programming pattern helps create low-cost modular abstractions. Aspect-oriented programming and its application have been studied a lot in the past [32]. DSL approaches have also been used to solve this problem [28, 47] but they often require writing the layout specification in a separate language than the network specification. NetBlocks combines both problems into a single DSL input that is easy to customize and extend. To our knowledge, NetBlocks is the first compiler for the network domain that can be extended by network experts like a library.

7 CONCLUSION
We present NetBlocks, a modular and extensible network DSL compiler for generating custom protocols using BuildIt. To customize binary layouts in packets, we introduce the idea of staging layouts alongside code. NetBlocks paves the way for design and deployment of newer generation ad-hoc protocols that better suit the needs of the applications and environment. Our techniques also open up the conversation for applying staging and related compiler techniques to other systems domains in a way that i) it is accessible to practitioners who have no compilers knowledge and ii) it can reuse the existing knowledge and code base for writing high-performance DSL compilers.
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ARTIFACTS AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

NetBlocks and all its components are available open-source [8] under the MIT License. All the source code for NetBlocks can be found under the net-blocks directory. The README in the repository contains instructions to build all dependencies and applications and evaluate their performance. The README also has instructions on adding a new toy module to extend the system.
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